With reference to a protection model featuring processes, objects and domains, we consider the salient aspects of the protection problem, domain representation and access right segregation in memory. We propose a solution based on protected references, each consisting of the identifier of an object and the specification of a collection of access rights for this object. The protection system associates an encryption key with each object and each domain. A protected reference for a given object is always part of a domain, and is stored in memory in the ciphertext form that results from application of a double encryption using both the object key and the domain key.
Introduction
We shall refer to a well-known protection model featuring active entities, the processes, that perform access attempts to passive entities, the objects [1, 2] . Objects are typed; the type of a given object states the set of operations that can be carried out on this object and, for each operation, the access rights that a process must hold to accomplish this operation successfully. At any given time, a protecttion domain is associated with each process: this is a collection of access rights on the objects that the process can access at that time.
A salient aspect of the protection problem is the representation of access rights and protection domains in memory. A classical solution is based on the concept of a capability [3, 4] . This is a pair <B, AR>, where B is the identifier of an object and AR is a set of access rights for this object. A protection domain takes the form of a collection of capabilities, which correspond to the access rights included in that domain.
Capabilities are sensitive objects that cannot be treated as ordinary data [5] : we must prevent processes from modifying the access right field and add new access rights, for instance. Capabilities can be segregated into capability segments [6, 7] . In this case, a protection domain usually takes the form of a tree, where the root of the tree is a capability segment that includes the capabilities for other capability and data segments, and the data segments are the tree leaves. Alternatively, we can take advantage of a tag associated with each memory cell, which specifies whether this cell contains a capability or an ordinary data item [8, 9] . In a third approach, a set of passwords is associated with each object, and each password corresponds to one or more access rights. A password capability is a pair <B, PSW> where B is an object identifier and PSW is a password [10, 11] . If a match exists between PSW and one of the passwords associated with object B, then the password capability grants its holder the access rights corresponding to that password on B.
In the approaches to capability segregation in memory, outlined so far, a process that holds a capability can take full advantage of this capability, independently of the capability origin. This means that segregation does not prevent a process from taking advantage of a capability obtained illegitimately by means of a fraudulent action of capability copy, for instance.
In this paper, we propose an alternative approach to access right representation in memory, which solves the segregation problem by taking advantage of a form of symmetric-key cryptography [12, 13] . In our approach, possession of an access privilege on a given object is certified by possession of a protected reference (p-reference from now on, for short) including the specification of a collection of access rights for this object. P-references are never stored in memory in plaintext. Instead, the protection system associates an encryption key, called the object key, with each object, and a further encryption key, the domain key, with each domain. A p-reference for a given object is always part of a protection domain and is stored in memory in the ciphertext form that results from application of a double encryption using both the object key and the domain key.
The Protection System

Protected References
Let T be an object type, let S 0 , S 1 , ··· be the operations that can be executed on an object of type T, and let AR 0 , AR 1 , ··· be the access rights defined by T. For each given operation S m , the definition of type T states the subset of access rights AR 0 , AR 1 , ··· that is necessary to accomplish that operation successfully. P-reference R takes the form R = <B, AR>, where AR is a bit configuration that specifies a collection of access rights for object B: if the i-th bit of AR is asserted, R grants access right AR i on B.
From now on, we shall use an underline to denote a ciphertext. Let k B be the encryption key associated with object B, and k D be the encryption key associated with the domain D of p-reference R = <B, AR>. Figure 1 shows the transformation of R into ciphertext quantity R. The transformation proceeds as follows. Let B be the result of encrypting quantity B by using a symmetric-key cipher with key k D , and let AR be the result of encrypting pair <B, AR> by using a symmetric-key cipher with key k B . Quantity R is given by relation R = <B, AR>. Figure 2 shows the reverse transformation of ciphertext quantity R = <B, AR> into the corresponding plaintext p-reference R. The transformation proceeds as follows. Domain encryption key k D is used to decrypt quantity B into object name B. Then, the object key k B associated with object B is used to decrypt quantity AR. Let <B*, AR> be the result of the decryption. Quantity B* is compared with B to validate AR; if a match is found, validation is successful and p-reference R is given by pair <B, AR>.
Processes, Domains and Objects
When a new process is generated that has no parent (i.e. a process directly generated by the kernel), a new domain is created and is associated with this process. When a process generates a child process, the new process is assigned the same domain as the parent process. Thus, the tree structure originated by recursive actions of child process generation is entirely confined within the boundaries of the same domain, which is the domain of the root process. All the processes in the tree are tightly coupled, i.e. they share the same domain and consequently, the same domain key.
When a process creates a new object, it receives a p-reference for this object with full access rights. If the identifier of every given object is equal to the address of this object in the virtual space, a simple approach to generation of new object identifiers is a sequential generation, according to which objects are allocated at increasing virtual addresses, and the address of a given object is equal to the address of the previous object incremented by the length of the previous object.
Accessing Objects
Let P be a process, let D be its domain, and let R be a p-reference stored in ciphertext form in the memory area reserved for P. In order to take advantage of R, process P must preventively translate it into the corresponding plaintext R = <B, AR> so that both the name B of the object referenced by R and the access rights AR granted by R on this object become visible. Of course, after translation into plaintext, p-reference R is a sensitive information item that must be stored in a protected memory region. To this aim, the protection system reserves a protection table for each given process; each entry of the protection table can contain a p-reference in plaintext.
Process P can load a p-reference into an entry of its own protection table by executing the LoadRef(addr, i) protection system primitive. Execution of this primitive causes the actions necessary to translate ciphertext preference R stored in memory at address addr into a plaintext by using the key k D of the domain D of P (see Figure 2) ; the result R = <B, AR> of the translation is stored into the i-th protection table entry.
Let T be the type of object B and S 0 , S 1 , ··· be the operations defined by this type. The operation call primitive Call(m, i) starts up execution of operation S m on B. Argument i is the index of the protection table entry containing a p-reference for B. The value AR of the access right field of this p-reference is transmitted to S m as an input parameter. The actions involved in the execution of S m will include the access right checks necessary to ascertain whether AR contains the access rights required to accomplish S m successfully. If this is not the case, execution of S m fails and generates an exception of violated protection.
Transferring P-References
Let P 1 and P 2 be tightly coupled processes, and let D be their common domain. Suppose that P 1 holds p-reference R. In order to grant P 2 the access permissions included in R, P 1 transfers R to P 2 by a simple action of a memory copy. In fact, the two processes share the same domain key k D . By issuing the LoadRef() primitive, P 2 will decrypt R into the corresponding plaintext p-reference R. Then, by issuing the Call() primitive, P 2 will be in the position to use R for object access.
Let us now suppose that P 1 and P 2 belong to different domains, D 1 and D 2 , and let k 1 and k 2 be the keys of these domains. If P 1 transfers a copy of R to P 2 , no access privilege is actually granted to P 2 . In fact, if P 2 issues LoadRef() to decrypt R, the B component of R will be decrypted by using the key k 2 associated with domain D 2 instead of the key k 1 that was originally used to encrypt B. The result of this translation will be the identifier of an arbitrary object whose key will be used to translate the AR component of R into plaintext. Of course, validation of the result of this translation is destined to fail.
Instead, the copy of a p-reference between two processes of different domains must be preceded by a conversion of the p-reference, from the domain of the granting process to the domain of the process that receives the p-reference (the target domain). To this aim, an object called the encryption channel is associated with each domain. The protection system maintains the association between each encryption channel and the key of the corresponding domain. P-reference conversion will be actually obtained by taking advantage of the StoreRef(i, j, addr) primitive. Arguments i and j of this primitive are the indexes of two entries in the protection table of the process issuing the primitive; these entries contain a p-reference for the encryption channel of the target domain and the p-reference to be converted. Execution of this primitive converts this p-reference into a ciphertext using the key associated with the encryption channel, and stores the result of the conversion into memory at address addr.
In our previous example, let EC be the ciphertext form of a p-reference for the encryption channel of the target domain D 2 . In order to grant the access privileges in R to P 2 , process P 1 will issue the LoadRef() primitive twice, to translate EC and R into plaintext and load the results EC and R of these translations into free protection table entries. Then, P 1 will issue the StoreRef() primitive to convert R into a ciphertext using the domain key k 2 associated with EC. Finally, P 1 will copy this ciphertext to process P 2 , which will be able to take advantage of it, as it is now part of its own domain, D 2 .
Discussion
P-references are stored in memory as ordinary information items, albeit in ciphertext form. Consequently, a process may well try to modify an existing p-reference and amplify the access rights it contains, or attempt to generate a p-reference for an existing object from scratch. A process may even perform fraudulent actions of p-reference copy. Storage of p-references in the stack and heap memory areas results in occasions for application of well-known techniques for data stealing [14,15], for instance. As a matter of fact, these attempts to p-reference manipulation are destined to fail.
Forging P-References
Let us refer to p-reference R = <B, AR>, and let R = <B, AR> be the corresponding ciphertext in memory. The AR field of R is the result of application of an encryption involving both quantity B and the access right specification AR (see Figure 1) . We shall hypothesize that the cipher guarantees a careful mixing of the bits of B and AR. In a situation of this type, it is impossible to modify the resulting ciphertext AR for the sole portion corresponding to the access rights without corrupting quantity B. In order to use the modified R to access B, the process holding R must preventively issue the LoadRef() primitive to translate R into plaintext and load the result R into the protection table. The actions involved in the translation from R to R include a validation of AR that involves quantity B (see Figure 2) . If AR has been modified, the probability of a casual match leading to successful validation depends on the size of object identifiers; for large identifiers, e.g. 64 bits, this probability is vanishingly low [16] . When LoadRef() fails, an exception of violated protection is generated.
Of course, similar considerations can be made for a process attempting to forge a new p-reference for an existing object. The process will have to issue LoadRef() to translate the forged p-reference into plaintext and load it into the protection table; in this case, too, validation of the result of this translation is destined to fail.
Stealing P-References
Let D 1 be the domain of process P 1 , and let k 1 be the key associated with this domain. Suppose that P 1 holds a p-reference in the ciphertext form R = <B, AR> obtained by using key k 1 . Suppose also that a different process P 2 , which is part of domain D 2 , steals a copy of R from P 1 . In order to take advantage of R and access the object it references, P 2 has to issue the LoadRef() primitive to translate R into plaintext and load the result of this translation into its own protection table. In the execution of LoadRef(), quantity B will be decrypted using the key k 2 associated with domain D 2 instead of the key k 1 that was originally used to encrypt B. The result of this action will be an object identifier BB. In the hypothesis of large object names, the probability that BB be the identifier of an existing object will be low, and the search for the decryption key k BB associated with BB is likely to fail. Even in the improbable situation that BB is a valid identifier, the corresponding key k BB will not match the key that was used to generate AR, and consequently, validation of the result of the translation of AR into plaintext is destined to fail. In both cases, LoadRef() terminates with an exception of violated protection.
Concluding Remarks
With reference to a protection environment featuring processes, objects and domains, we have approached the salient aspects of the protection problem, domain representation and access right segregation in memory. We have proposed a solution based on protected references, each consisting of the identifier of an object and the specification of a collection of access rights for this object. The protection system associates an encryption key with each object and each domain. A p-reference for a given object is always part of a domain, and is stored in memory in the ciphertext form that results from application of a double encryption using both the domain key and the object key. Double encryption enhances security only marginally [17] ; in our protection system, we take advantage of a double encryption and the duality between object keys and domain keys to guarantees the practical impossibility to acquire access permissions for an existing object by forging a new p-reference for this object or modifying an existing p-reference to amplify the access rights it contains. Furthermore, a process running in a given domain cannot take advantage of a p-reference encrypted as part of a different domain. In sharp contrast with capability and password-capability systems, this aspect of p-reference segregation in memory prevents the stealing of access permissions between processes of different domains. On the other hand, two processes that share the same father process belong to the same domain; these processes are considered mutually trustworthy, and the transfer of a p-reference between them can be obtained by a simple action of memory copy, at low processing time cost.
